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INTRODUCTION

_Nine Lives_ takes shape around a diverse set of protagonists, as if this exhibition were a collection of short stories or personal essays told from different points of view. These figures—whether real or imagined—come forward in the artworks, which offer intimate but imperfect access to their respective lives. Each work holds the residual impression of a moment, a journey, an effort, or a thought, with varying degrees of legibility. As these individuals quietly occupy everyday settings or navigate more extraordinary circumstances, larger dimensions also begin to emerge. While a notion of the self remains central to the exhibition, this self always moves in relation to society and history, with an ongoing tension between public and private experience.

Motifs of reading, writing, and translating appear throughout the exhibition. These take familiar forms, such as books, newspapers, and documents from archives, but the artists are also thinking about these kinds of activities in more expansive ways: how textiles can also be texts, for example, or how a musical score is waiting to be enacted. In bringing the work of eleven artists together, _Nine Lives_ is weighing how stories are told, where they can be found, and what their effects might be, both on a collective scale and within individual lives. Not all stories are told in the present tense and many follow us from the past, infusing daily life, as they are carried on through language and held in our bodies. As such, some of the artists in _Nine Lives_, or their protagonists, also consider how traces of the past are interpreted or understood; their work is developing new appraisals of history, as it is felt here and now, and how history can be re-examined or rewritten.

This exhibition is part of the Feminist Art Coalition, an expansive platform for projects inspired by feminist thought, experience, and action that will unfold at dozens of museums around the country beginning in the fall of 2020. Informed by this backdrop, _Nine Lives_ echoes various feminist legacies, especially artists and filmmakers who have explored what it is for women to tell their own stories or to make space for narratives otherwise obstructed or unwritten. As feminist dialogues continue to evolve, _Nine Lives_ embraces how these efforts have expanded to include greater multiplicities, geographies, and gender identities.

—Karsten Lund and Caroline Picard, co-curators
Some group exhibitions begin with a deceptively simple premise: not a theme or a subject, but a starting point. This show is like that. It began with the idea of gathering a group of protagonists, a set of individuals who come forward in various ways, whether through first person accounts or because they were observed by someone else. We imagined each artwork in the show could reflect upon a person at the center of their own story. But who are these protagonists? And who seems to be writing their narrative: the person herself, or the artist, or somebody on the outside, like you?

Ottessa Moshfegh’s novel *Death in Her Hands* begins with the protagonist finding a note on a walk in the woods with her dog: “Her name was Magda,” the note says. “Nobody will ever know who killed her. It wasn’t me. Here is her dead body.” The note doesn’t accompany a dead body but like a body, it points to the absence of a life, a very specific life, a life whose consideration drives the rest of the novel. *Nine Lives* is a group exhibition that collects the residual impressions of individual protagonists: real or imagined, one protagonist per artwork, or that’s what we had in mind. Like the conceit of Moshfegh’s novel, the exhibition’s premise unraveled in unexpected, yet welcome, ways. Different considerations were drawn into the orbit of the show as it came together, weaving new patterns into ensemble.

As is often the case, the initial premise becomes more complex as the artists respond on their own terms. All of the artists subtly refract the terms of our initial invitation; within their work, each establishes their own center of gravity and unique interpretive framework. Or they share these decisions with a collaborator (say, as they produce a tapestry), or with the person whom they depict (in a photograph or a video or a painting)–

In the photographs and paintings here, individuals appear lost in thought or return the gaze of the camera. There are cinematic scenes that reanimate historic figures, from distant Neolithic deities to more
recent revolutionaries and characters from literature. A flag invites the audience to sing the celebratory anthem of a woman from history. Drawings challenge the authority of translation and a weaving honors unknown lives who, against inconceivable odds, concealed and traveled with the seeds of some possible future. Or we observe the private activities of a musician, organizing her studio and practicing.

The sound of a drum reverberates here, not to make a coherent song, necessarily, but articulating a form of presence. Sound periodically echoes through the gallery. A fleeting transmission, something that reverberates through memory and body alike. It is recorded, translated into signs, a score. An invitation to reply.

Other voices come forward in a surprising proliferation of printed matter. One artist prints a newspaper. Another artist traces the hand of a long-dead revolutionary using invisible ink. Elsewhere, typeset pages redrawn by hand and subsequently erased, their letters falling away into a disorienting, quiet sea. A writer appears in three photographic portraits while also offering three writings in a chapbook. As these text-based reflections found their way into the gallery space, we began to wonder about the connection between the life of an individual and the recording and transmission of her private thoughts.

To what extent can you talk about “a life” as if it came with its own clear boundaries? To what extent can you talk about a life as if it had a clear beginning and end?

A person’s life takes many forms during its own progression of years and decades. It also springs from the lives of others and is further shaped in response to its surroundings. We are touched by what came before, and we go on to touch the lives of others who might themselves live on for many more years after we have passed. (What will this time seem like in a decade? For all of its strange and frozen qualities, when so many are sheltering in place. Do you imagine each artwork is like a window into another person’s world?)

Sometimes exhibitions have a forensic quality. When examined, objects on view gather significance, making a single argument that the viewer pieces together, like a detective or an analyst. *Nine Lives* is different. There remains a sense of accumulated impressions—hints of meaning—but there is something unstable about any final summation. The artworks on view instead endure with persistent, subjective qualities. Rather than providing evidence for an argument or making a case, the exhibition’s qualities more closely evoke the sensation of being with people. In that respect, the viewer becomes another subject within this constellation of figures—another guest stopping by. To us, the show feels inherently polyvocal (this essay, too), presenting multiple faces, questions, and impressions that change upon reflection, over the course of the day with the light, just as a conversation changes in memory over time, remaining nevertheless saturated in feeling.

Or maybe *Nine Lives* is a bit like a dinner party filled with strong personalities where sympathies and affinities start to build and amplify. One anecdote inspires another: the difficulty of a day’s rehearsal, the new studio set up, and so on—how was your day, by the way? Did you hear about so-and-so? Even if the artworks reference one primary subject, they have a prismatic effect, introducing other subjects—other people, influences, considerations, timelines, and politics.

In other ways too, there is a hint of expansion or regeneration within the exhibition, even in its very structure. One life becomes many. The title *Nine Lives* suggests nine individual stories, perhaps, and at any given moment a visitor to the show will encounter nine artists’ work in the space. But there are eleven artists in the show, as if the exhibition were pushing against its own implicit boundaries, letting itself expand through time as much as in space. In a darkened room, designed for projected videos, three works play in cycling sequence, meaning that the composition of the exhibition shifts in a subtle way throughout the day.

Throughout all this, an ephemeral community takes shape, tenuously establishing itself. Like the artists, each protagonist that appears within a given artwork brings their own set of concerns or questions, their own outside influences, friends, memories, or ethical considerations. Layers begin to accumulate, yielding nuances that may not always be on the surface of the work so as much as deep within it, lived through by the person depicted at its center.

These nuances are inextricably and reciprocally linked to larger societies and histories, too, contexts within which the protagonists—like us—are nested. In an essay collection, Sky Hopinka writes:
“It’s important to see oneself reflected in the society we live in. More purposefully, it’s essential to see oneself reflected with potential and hope in the society we want to live in.”

Maybe seeing yourself in purposefully, it’s essential to see oneself reflected with potential and “It’s important to see oneself reflected in the society we live in. More
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Thinking about a group exhibition as a collection of short stories leads to other questions related to storytelling itself. What’s at stake in something as apparently simple as a story? What’s at stake in language itself?

Joan Didion wrote: “We tell ourselves stories in order to live.”3 This line opens the “The White Album,” a landmark essay she developed between 1968 and 1978, in which she sets out to make sense of the events of the tumultuous sixties and her own experiences during this time. The stories she alludes to are personal, but they also belong to and come from society. These stories, in both registers, seem unavoidable, feeding into each other and out again; they are also clearly inadequate. Didion’s essay is about an author in search of a narrative and the ultimate inability to find one that feels sufficient.

As this exhibition began taking shape, it was the artworks themselves that introduced questions around reading, writing, and translating, as well as transcribing, texting, tracing, singing, recording, reenacting, weaving, or transmitting. On a broader level, this same underlying current of storytelling—and all these related actions—filters perceptions of the world while informing our individual participation. Storytelling is an essential and often unconscious practice that gives each of us direction. It also knits communities together, both in the space of everyday life and historic awareness. A kind of weaving that implicates the teller and audience alike. Stories anticipate a future—like hidden grains of rice.

Various people appear in the works on view, but this question feels just as central: when does the author or artist become an implicit protagonist too (even as they settle their attention on somebody else)? Or when is there someone else quietly in the background, someone who is just as vital to the story as whomever is in front?

The translator, let’s say, the historian, the reader, the viewer.

In listening to one narrative, we discover the absence of others, bumping into countless other narratives that have been overlooked, or concealed. As Rebecca Solnit writes, “Some women get erased a little at a time, some all at once. Some reappear. Every woman who appears wrestles with the forces that would have her disappear. She struggles with the forces that would tell her story for her, or write her out of the story, the genealogy, the rights of man, the rule of law. The ability to tell your own story, in words or images, is already a victory, already a revolt.”4

The residue of erasure becomes another kind of text, words broken up on a page, they look almost like a sea upon which we peer, trying to decipher something. How to read, how to remember, impressions and incidents that don’t cohere? How to grasp those that slip away?

In the early stages of planning this exhibition, we thought about feminist films from the 1970s, like Kate Millett’s film Three Lives (1971), and Julia Reichert’s Growing Up Female (1971); both productions center on women speaking to the camera and telling the stories of their life. Films like these remind us that stories have power, and the nine people who appear as their own narrators in those films in turn suggest the existence of stories by many, many more people, too.

Not everyone gets to tell their own story. Sometimes others come by later to salvage and share what they can, or to set the record straight, or to make sense of what is missing. In Zong!, M. NourbeSe Philip writes, “In the discomfort and disturbance created by the poetic text, I am forced to make meaning from apparently disparate elements—in so doing I implicate myself. The risk—from contamination—lies in piecing together the story that cannot be told. And since we have to work to complete the events, we all become implicated in, if not contaminated by, this activity.”5 She refers to a specific legal text, the only surviving evidence that documents a court case in which 150 captive Africans were drowned on a slave ship for insurance money. Zong! takes the remaining public articles and, through a form of intervention in which no text is added, NourbeSe Philip brings forth the absence of those individuals massacred in 1871, showing how historic violence endures through the present, reverberating in public life, echoing in consciousness, troubling a sense of autonomy and self-determination.

Sometimes history is with us in ways we may not explicitly recognize.
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from there a world can be built and embodied. It's own revolutionary capacity; once set loose, a picture forms, and alternate world without slavery and colonialism? The imagination has

to keep track of. Moving objects, aspirations, desires, obstacles; thinking about objects, aspirations, desires, obstacles; negotiating those same objects, aspirations, desires, obstacles. In the midst of it, we encounter others—sometimes in harmony, sometimes at odds with our own purpose—as we collectively endure and make our way through the various architectures (physical, political, psychological) that others left behind. Works in this show also capture individuals at home, reading the news, looking off into space—gentle reminders that interiors and interiorities, may be no less political.

The word “everyday” includes an implicit 24-hour span of time and also a sense of eternal progression—a forever, perhaps, divided up into familiar units. In contrast, to talk about history is to pull back the frame of view: it feels more sweeping, seen from a distance and drawing in many more people. In this way, history can feel much more abstract, in contrast to the concreteness of everyday life. And yet these two ideas (history and the everyday) aren’t disconnected. History encompasses millions or billions of everyday lives. And a single person’s life can sway the course of history—or that’s what we’re taught in school as we learn about presidents, generals, intellectuals, and scientists, or resistance figures in struggles for freedom or civil rights. In the end, there is a continual movement between these different registers, between these different levels.

History extends like a sea behind us, before us. We nevertheless, intuitively or otherwise, attempt to locate ourselves within that complex extension. Negotiating identity, its shifting projections, a practice generally reserved for human encounters, until we see the ways in which the very names of things—ancient mounds, for instance—are similarly malleable, their names change between centuries and languages, even if the forms themselves remain. What is constant about the self as it transforms and moves through time?

...
Khorshid, whose name translates in English to Sun, arrived from Canada on a dreary February morning. We had been warned that she wouldn’t answer to Sun because her family only ever spoke to her in Farsi, telling her softly, Khorshid bia and Khorshid nakon and Khorshid bia bebin chi vasat kharidam, her favorite of the three commands because it meant a treat had been purchased for her, a sliver of fish or a thread from which lush multi-colored feathers had been strung for her pleasure. Her fate, which had been mostly favorable, had taken a horrifying turn. She had lost her family, a set of parents and their twin children, on the eve of January 8th, 2020, in an explosion at dusk over the Tehran sky. The family was returning to Canada via Kiev after a brief visit to their homeland to attend a wedding. The pilots had barely drawn the plane’s wheels into the wheel well when it was shot down by two surface-to-air missiles twenty-three seconds apart. As the plane dribbled down the sky, it appeared to the innocent gaze of bystanders to be the descending sun ablaze, emitting one last concentrated sigh before the curtains of night were drawn.

On the morning of the accident, Khorshid had sat expectantly at the living room window. She had sensed that her family was due to return any minute now and her eyes, fixed on the wide concrete path on either side of which shoveled snow had been piled high, betrayed an expression of longing. At least that’s what the pet sitter who’d been minding Khorshid had initially thought. When we spoke over the phone, after I’d agreed to adopt her, he described to me in detail the view from the window where Khorshid had conducted what had appeared at first to be a ritual act of devotion to her humans, that generous and noble waiting at the windows. He repeated several times, in a panicked voice, that that’s what he’d thought was happening: that the cat was yearning for the familiar scents of her beloveds, that she was anticipating the hour of their approach. But then, as news of the explosion surfaced on all of his life’s screens—the multiple televisions affixed to the walls of the family’s home, the Twitter feed on his iPhone, and then again on the YouTube channel he’d opened his laptop to—he’d begun to feel that he was engulfed in invisible flames. Uncertain about what to do to find relief, he’d ran outside into the cold where he’d suddenly snapped back to attention. That’s when he saw that the cat’s eyes bore an expression of horror and disgust not unlike his own. A strange feeling had come over him then, an inability
to recognize the world and for a moment, which had seemed to him to last an eternity, he felt unable to tell himself apart from the cat. He had seen in her distressed face his own. Khorsid’s pupils, he told me, were dilated, static. Her brow was locked in anger. Her mouth was turned down in grave lament, and as he looked at her, he had the strange sensation that his own mouth was sliding off his face.

To this the sitter added that in the proceeding days he had not known how to speak of the disaster to poor Khorsid, who had begun to lick her sides raw in response to her family’s sudden collective death on the other side of the Atlantic. He had failed, he said, at soothing her. She must have sensed the end approaching, the sitter said breathlessly into the phone. I told him it was entirely possible, and then I closed my eyes and saw the concrete path Korshid had studied through the windows. I don’t remember what the sitter said next, but in my mind’s eye that concrete suburban path, cracked from the cold and exposed to the elements, suddenly morphed. It became elongated, as though it were made of rubber, and took the shape of the lit runway at Imam Khomeini airport from which the Ukrainian passenger plane delayed by fifty-seven minutes had taken off—the same runway from which I’d fled decades earlier—and my whole body shuddered.

“Are you still there?” The sitter said. I confirmed that I was. I told him not to worry, that I would adopt Khorsid and give her the best Iranian life ever. I said this so emphatically that he was taken aback. I filled the silence when I should have kept quiet. I said, “Don’t worry, I promise the samovar will be going at all hours, releasing cardamom vapors, and that she will always have her share of white fish served on decorated ceramic plates.” I spoke as though I were relaying a message of comfort directly to her dead beloveds. I was convinced that Khorsid deserved an idyllic life. That any pleasure I provided her with would be conveyed to her deceased humans. I didn’t explain any of this to the sitter. I was certain that he would understand the words, but remain unable to grasp their implications. Sure, he was tender-hearted. He had, after all, wanted to speak to Khorsid about the disaster, to communicate with the cat, who existed beyond language, that a period of grief had manifested itself in her life and that she would do well to surrender to it rather than rage against its injustices. What this attitude conveyed to me was that the sitter felt his body, did not shy away from its wiser, more buried registers. But he was not my people. There was no one planting grenades at his feet or watching his thermal shadow on a screen or tracking his every move convinced that he was a purveyor of violence. His life, I’d thought, remembering again the black ribbon of the runway which had taken on a liquid aspect as the plane on which I’d fled Tehran took off into a sky stripped of stars, was not conditional. So, I refrained from providing explanatory notes. Neither did I care nor think about how this transmission of pleasure from Khorsid to her family, who had been eviscerated mid-air, would take place. I just needed to believe that it would.

I’d first seen Khorsid’s picture on Twitter. I’d been sitting at the kitchen table, looking at the videos of the explosion, tracing the missiles’ upward trajectories as they carved their way toward the passenger plane and then watching the plane, lit as the sun, tumble down the bruised sky. So when I saw the caption that accompanied her photo—“Cat needs to be rehomed. Owners disappeared. Victims of the Ukrainian passenger plane that was shot down”—I felt someone was carving the word disappeared into my heart with the blunt tip of a pen. That’s what had happened, I’d thought, staring at Khorsid’s high cheek bones and exaggeratedly long whiskers, her green eyes through which she looked out at the world in shock: her owner’s deaths had been a kind of disappearance. No bodies had been recovered. They had turned to ash mid-air and taken their place next to all of the unburied dead killed at the evil hands of tender-egoed dictators from around the globe, pawns of toxic political transactions. I will take her, I wrote instantly to Khorsid’s pet sitter, with a definitive tone of undeniable commitment, I will love her with all of my soul. I was aware that my language was over the top. I didn’t care. The situation was extreme, the times dire. Why should I hold back? I’d thought as I sat at the kitchen table looking out at the passerby in their long windproof coats, their heads wrapped in wool, walking crookedly, making little jumps to avoid the puddles of black ice that always clog the arteries of Chicago in winter. Then I leaned into my reply, my plea which was also a pledge, and DM’d him. I wrote, I will pay for her to be put on a plane this instant; she is my Khorsid, I can feel it in my bones. Then I put my coat on and walked to the lakefront. I stood there, in the harsh wind and watched the water crash and rebound against the breakwater. I watched the foam and froth lift into the air, shatter into a million brilliant droplets of shiny water before they dropped again into the black depths of that icy lake that reminds me so often of the Caspian, which is just as moody, just as much of a trickster, pulling swimmers into its entrails and yanking them around until they go limp, a sea disguised as a lake, hemmed in by land and in a rage because of it. I paced around restlessly for hours, hunched up with homesickness and sobbing in my grief. Then I’d gone home and called the pet sitter. It had taken a few weeks to settle the adoption. In the interim, my roommate Fereshteh and I had barely spoken a word. We were catatonic. Occasionally, I would find her cooking eggs at the stove, her computer open on the counter behind her, the Skype screen displaying her mother seated on a sofa beneath wide windows through which I could gleam the triumphant ring of mountains that crown Tehran, making it difficult for the pollution to escape. Each time I’d see the Tehran sky on the screen, it appeared to
be heavy with artillery, full of ashes and the soot of the dead. Her mother and I would wave at one another politely and shake our heads in a sign of shared remorse, as if to say, I see your pain and I am not afraid to greet it, but I have run out of words. If Fereshteh and I spoke at all during those days, it was to exchange verses from the latest book we were reading together and which we kept on the living room bar cart next to the bottles of Arak we had accumulated over the years. We were reading Mahmoud Darwish’s Memory of Forgetfulness. Every time we crossed paths in the living room, one of us would pick the book up and recite, “Are you well? I mean, are you alive?” The other, having memorized slivers from the book, would answer, “Don’t die completely,” or, maybe, “Don’t die at all.” That was the extent of our language those days. Until, that is, Khorshid arrived, bald, her skin raw from all of that anxious licking, and lit the fires of our hearts again, loosened our tongues.

The day of Khorshid’s arrival, I stood on my toes and squinted beneath the bright overhead lights that lined the low ceiling of the Chicago airport. I was straining to look over the beanied heads of passengers and those who’d come to greet them, eager, expectant. My heart was racing. I was trying, desperately, to spot her crate; sweating despite the fact that the airport air was damp with a biting winter chill. I kept imagining her fearfully pressing her face against the bars of the crate. That face of hers which I’d first seen on my Twitter feed and that had stolen my heart, ceased it instantly and with such brute force that later, once she’d settled into our apartment, I would come to forget that I’d ever led my life without her weaving between my legs, licking my tired eyes, yawning in my face at dawn. I kept thinking I’d spotted her amid the parting airport crowd and would squeeze Fereshte’s hand and whisper her name, “Khorshid!” with a sigh that my roommate, less melancholic than I, found desperate but which she nonetheless echoed in solidarity. I’d said her name over and over again all the way home as we drove along the belt that hugs the curves of the lake, which was so blue that day, bright and full of an unexpected light. Khorshid occasionally emitted a reluctant reply which we took as an indication that she knew she was safe again, that somehow, by the grace of god, if Khorshid, unlike us, was one to believe in god, she’d made it through the worst of it.

Fereshteh was largely silent, serious, perhaps even austere. Wide shafts of light came through the car window and made her fingers, white from gripping the steering wheel, look translucent. In that oxidized light, she looked to me like a ghost. She turned to me and said, “Today, while I was finishing Darwish’s book, I had an awful feeling that the world is a book and that we are all characters trapped in separate chapters, on different levels of reality that don’t necessarily intersect, and that the whole thing, this book that is our lives, will be torn to bits soon and that we will all be floundering in a sea of sorrows.”

I looked at the lake. It was beautiful, glittering, immense. I wondered if Fereshteh was quoting Darwish, but I couldn’t recall having read those exact words. Her eyes were shining with restrained remorse, as if she’d betrayed a secret she’d been entrusted with and had been unable to bite her tongue. I tried to make sense of her words.

“You mean to say we need a new script?,“ I asked. “That this life, as we’ve come to know it, is about to expire?”

“Worse,” she said, fixing her gaze on the road, “like our lives are going to gradually disappear and that it will feel to us stranger than death, than dying, that we will be alive, able to see and hear the world, but we will lack all understanding of how to operate within it.”

I didn’t know how to respond, so I didn’t say a word. I thought of what the pet sitter had said, of that odd sensation he’d described to me; how the boundaries of his body had become diffuse and merged with Khorshid’s, and pictured his mouth sliding off his face. I thought to myself, great ruptures have happened before. Empires have collapsed. Civilizations have gone extinct. I looked again at the lake. It appeared swollen to me, as though the water levels had been rising by nearly imperceptible degrees. Up above, the sun was on fire. A thousand flames shot out of it. It looked like a wheel caught on fire; it was branding its burning tentacles onto the immense lake.

“I’m telling you,” Fereesteh said, turning to look through the passenger side window at that sun, “something sinister is afoot. I can feel it.”

I opened the crate and put my hand on Khorshid’s arched back and felt her slim body twist to find a new shape. I felt her muscles relax. Her engine, that little roar, ancient, guttural, came on. The sound of her purr kept my heart beating steady even though I could see shadowy figures rising from the glassy blue horizon, plumes of grey smoke being sucked into that rabid sun.

This story was commissioned by the Renaissance Society and written in response to Nine Lives.
The audience will see that time has both passed and not passed.
They were pointing their guns at the readers.
As Nine Lives came into focus, a set of open-ended questions emerged simultaneously with the exhibition. The various artworks here, or the protagonists appearing within them, provoked expansive conversations as time went on and began to suggest a larger environment for thought. The following questions help to mark out this terrain, without mapping it exhaustively. As the show opened, these questions appeared on the exhibition poster and were mailed out to the museum’s members—as floating prompts dispatched to disparate houses, potentially inviting conversations around the breakfast table or during now-ubiquitous Zoom chats. Reading these questions might offer different ways to think about works in the show, while also encouraging more personal reflections: how might these questions apply in your life? Eventually these questions were also posed to the participating artists, many of whom chose one or two to answer in the form of a brief audio recording. Their responses are transcribed here in the following pages, and joined by reflections from two of the artists that are excerpted from earlier interviews.
HOW DO STORIES SHAPE OUR LIVES? THE WAY WE SEE THE WORLD AROUND US?

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE AT A NARRATIVE’S CENTER? AT ITS MARGINS?

WHAT FORMS CAN READING TAKE? OR TRANSLATING? AND WHAT’S AT STAKE IN EACH CASE?

WHAT IS AN INNER LIFE? WHAT IS A SOCIAL LIFE? WHERE DO THEY SEPARATE OR CONVERGE?

HOW DO YOU UNDERSTAND YOUR OWN AGENCY? WHAT ARE THE BOUNDS OF YOUR INFLUENCE?

WHERE IS HISTORY? DO YOU THINK ABOUT REWRITING IT?

WHEN DOES EVERYDAY LIFE BECOME SOMETHING ELSE?

ARE STORIES ALIVE?
I don’t consider myself a writer. My writing is as episodic as my drawings. Once I sort out a story’s outline and key themes, I select the scenes I want to explore more deeply, and they eventually transform into sketches. At this point I’ll also focus on research about a specific time period in Nigeria. With that scaffolding, I delve into plot points and build out the characters’ relationships to one another. Depending on how complex a particular drawing is, I’ll do ten to twenty sketches. I am weaving something that I hope is not necessarily about text, which is like a safety net for me, but rather about a visual language with cues that words cannot provide. However, I need text to give me the permission to draw. They are two intertwining paths....

I wanted to distance myself, as Toyin, from the work. When I started this series in 2016, I was wary of how even my fictional work was still about me as an artist of color. My otherness often precedes the content of the work, almost like a cloud before the viewer. Once I became the Deputy Private Secretary on the press release [for the original exhibitions featuring this body of work], the viewer stopped looking into my involvement and tried to grasp the story. I was freed from the distraction of the story somehow being about me. With this new role, I have the freedom to say, I am the communication liaison between the public and this family, but I only reveal just enough of what I find necessary. The work is not about a mythology or a presumption about African-ness. The viewer is immersed in the narrative, an alternative reality.

I came to *The Odyssey* specifically for Book 13, where after ten years at war, and ten years weeping on every wrong shoreline he lands upon, Odysseus finally reaches his homeland. He stands on the shoreline of his own country and does not recognize the place. Which felt like an apt description of that post 2016 election moment for me, when a place, particularly your own homeland, can feel simultaneously familiar and estranging.

What’s also interesting about this ancient text of exile, and homecoming, and strangeness among intimates is that there is no agreement even about this ancient text. In fact, the first line of *The Odyssey* has been translated at least thirty-six distinct ways. And this is the line where we find out, who is this man? Before we follow you on this epic journey home, who is Odysseus? Translations have run the gamut from positive to negative. He is crafty, or cunning, mischievous, adventurous, tossed to and fro by fate; or, he’s a hero. But Emily Wilson, the first woman to translate *The Odyssey* into English in 2017, writes or translates, no, “he was a complicated man.”

Translations are a myriad of choices by, if not subjective, then flawed hands. They will never be the original. And so it matters who translates our stories, because they craft the world. It matters so much that in 1852, a translator of *The Odyssey* translates Odysseus first questions to Athena upon arriving to his own homeland to be: “What men are born here?” But in 1980, another translator writes: “Who are the people who dwell in it?” They are not the same question, but they come from the same origin text.
THE ODYSSEY: THE THIRTEENTH BOOK

Why did he come, so late? The ships were huddled close together in the harbor, 
waiting for the wind to come before they set sail. The day had been long and the 
mood of the crew was dark. As the sun set, the captain of the ship, 
Odysseus, gathered his crew around him.

"We must leave tonight," he said. "The gods are watching over us, and they 
will guide us to safety. But we must be careful, for the sea is full of 
danger. We must be ready for anything that comes our way."

The crew nodded in agreement, their muscles tense with anticipation. They 
prepared their ships for departure, checking their equipment and 
stocking their stores. As the moon rose in the sky, they set sail into the 
 unknown waters, hoping for a safe journey home.

"Where are we going?" asked one of the 
crewmen.

"We are going to the island of the goddesses," replied Odysseus. "There, we 
will find a place of rest and peace for our souls."

The crew, filled with hope and 
expectation, set their course for the island, 
knowing that their journey was about to begin. As they sailed away, they 
looked back at the land they loved, promising to return one day.

BOOK XX: TWO TRICKSTERS

"Where are we going?" asked one of the crewmen.

"We are going to the island of the goddesses," replied Odysseus. "There, we 
will find a place of rest and peace for our souls."

The crew, filled with hope and 
expectation, set their course for the island, 
knowing that their journey was about to begin. As they sailed away, they 
looked back at the land they loved, promising to return one day.
Stories have a way of embedding themselves into their listeners. This embedding might happen immediately and stay with you forever, or it could have happened years ago, emerging at opportune times, or in the middle of a sleepless night. I’ve thought hard about this, and try to avoid such moralizing, but I do believe all stories have a lesson. They do not even need to be true stories, they can be complete fiction, but one thing I believe is that they are a sequence of signs that point to another life. And if they remain unclear or unresolved, these are especially those bits that stay with us forever.

We share and create stories as extensions of our lives or every life we have ever encountered, again whether they be real or imaginary people or beings. These stories become us and if nothing else, we can give them to others, so that a piece of you goes on with that listener. It mixes with their memories and experiences. We become reminded that we are the universe together.

The mind is constantly reading and interpreting, or translating. One might forget that there is always an opportunity to stare at something, or touch it, or listen to it, for a very long time and if given enough attention, this thing (whether it is an object or a sound) can infinitely provide information about why it exists. It can provide information about where you exist, in relation to the thing you are reading, or staring at, or listening intently to. I think this may be one of the few agencies we have. To give attention to something when we want. Of course, other attentions won’t leave us alone.

ON LISTENING INTENTLY

Raven Chacon

Stories have a way of embedding themselves into their listeners. This embedding might happen immediately and stay with you forever, or it could have happened years ago, emerging at opportune times, or in the middle of a sleepless night. I’ve thought hard about this, and try to avoid such moralizing, but I do believe all stories have a lesson. They do not even need to be true stories, they can be complete fiction, but one thing I believe is that they are a sequence of signs that point to another life. And if they remain unclear or unresolved, these are especially those bits that stay with us forever.

We share and create stories as extensions of our lives or every life we have ever encountered, again whether they be real or imaginary people or beings. These stories become us and if nothing else, we can give them to others, so that a piece of you goes on with that listener. It mixes with their memories and experiences. We become reminded that we are the universe together.

The mind is constantly reading and interpreting, or translating. One might forget that there is always an opportunity to stare at something, or touch it, or listen to it, for a very long time and if given enough attention, this thing (whether it is an object or a sound) can infinitely provide information about why it exists. It can provide information about where you exist, in relation to the thing you are reading, or staring at, or listening intently to. I think this may be one of the few agencies we have. To give attention to something when we want. Of course, other attentions won’t leave us alone.
In 2015, I was part of a fellowship for immigrant women leaders sponsored by the New York City Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs. Kayhan Irani, depicted in my painting in *Nine Lives*, was the group organizer for that fellowship. After that residency, I decided to paint the fifteen women who participated in that group as a way of reflecting on how each of them goes out into social life with the various NGOs and grassroots organizations they worked in. Subsequently, Kayhan and I stayed in touch and became friends.

I was curious about the relationship between the activist work each of the women do, and to think about that in relation to their private spheres as well. So I reached out and painted many of them in their homes. I’ve painted Kayhan three times now. Once as part of this larger group. Then, I went to her home and painted her reading, surrounded by the art found in her home. Kayhan is a writer and a Theatre of the Oppressed trainer. She has a book out that is very relevant to this exhibition: *Telling Stories to Change the World: Global Voices on the Power of Narrative to Build Community and Make Social Justice Claims*. In this book, storytelling is used as a strategy for speaking out for justice.

The third time I painted Kayhan is the portrait in this exhibition, which is subtitled *Resistance Begins at Home*. I took the title from a *New York Times* article about community activism that begins with traditions found in the home. The private sphere can be thought of as a place of absolute freedom, but it is also linked in many ways to notions of autonomy, activity that is separate from the state; that is, family or friends, or even work that revolves around individuals and not institutions, though the state may try to intrude into them as well. I wonder how the private can at times mimic larger power structures, or alternatively, be the seed for our feelings of empowerment and agency, particularly as women whose decisions made in private are oftentimes politicized.
The question is: what happens when we are marginalized? From our own story and our own lives. The work that I’m exploring right now seeks to understand how those traumas that we endure, how those hurtful experiences that we endure cause small breaks in our understanding of where we belong, who we belong to, or even our sense of belonging in the world.

Every human being is at the center of their own narrative. And it’s not a selfish thing. It’s actually an experiential embodied thing. The tingle, the aches, the sweats, and the breath that I experience color and shape the way I see my day. The point of systematic racism or systematic oppression is to convince us that who we are—all our potential, all the possibility that we have tied up in ourselves—and the experience that we’ve lived and the things that we’ve seen, are not valid, or are ranked in terms of validity according to our skin color, our gender expression, our class background. And so the work that I’m exploring right now asks us to use storytelling as a way to uncover those memories of hurt, uncover those memories of when we were cast out of our own lives, when we were cast out of the universe that we thought we belonged to. When we made a decision then to stay outside of that universe, we made the decision to limit our power, to obscure it or bury it in some way.

In uncovering and unveiling what has been obscured, we can actually reclaim and connect to who we truly are, our soul’s purpose, but also all the potential that the future holds for us. We don’t have to live according to those past decisions, we don’t have to live according to the ways in which we might have previously shaped our narrative. There’s a line in the piece I’m writing that says: “Every retelling gives me new vision. Each memory is a chance to start again.” And so what might that mean, if we started again from our memories?

Kayhan Irani is a writer, performer, and leader of theater workshops. She is the subject in Aliza Nisenbaum’s painting Kayhan Reading the New York Times (Resistance Begins at Home).
from THE FIFTH WOUND (2020)

Are you a man?
No.

Are you a woman?
No.

Are you a god in disguise?
No.

What are you?
I am a blurry object.

I want to say that I feel, at last, like I can think. I can hear the beginning of a new song. Perhaps it’s because I’m hidden in a copse of cyprus trees with no audience other than vultures and strawberries, no longer distracted by men and women asking me to explain, to explain and reexplain the simplest facts about my fairy mind and its fairy desires. I just can’t do that. Real sorry, ma’am. ‘Minimalism’ is a luxury that belongs to people who can expect to be understood. There would be no need for rumination, for the double helix of dependent clauses which fairy-shame irrepressibly encodes into any assertion, if a girl could assume her subtext were a universal truth: but the species of eyeless skull-dwelling spirits whose echolocating astral howls sometimes scramble and restructure my inner monologues such that every thought, rather than performing a fearful recursion of the last, briefly assumes the flavor of a mirage. But by saying this much I have already trespassed the sacred. I feel antiseptic. My love is cold, so cold—stuck like an echo in a series of caverns. It has been five years since I loved you like a block of butter.

But I can’t help it—I am sprouting in the sunless furrows of Eden to one of the dull wordless folds of your occipital lobe. What a pleasure. To be here with you. And somehow I’m sparkling to you, somehow my sentences are haunted by a sparkling. Because I have made a secret of the alphabet (I’m calling my story a ‘secret of the alphabet’) but it is a secret that reveals itself only to those who—well, let me say that one man’s trash is another man’s treasure. But there is a sparkling nonetheless, so let’s pray for both our sakes that today you find treasure. May I be extravagant with you? I swear they always misread my kitch. I tell a story about a feather boa, and they applaud my courage. To them I’m always unintentional—caught in the act of my own candor. Once I spent a night in a stranger’s arms, in an apartment crowded by ferns and old love letters and wooden reliquaries of ketamine and dehydrated oranges. He fingered me while I sipped coffee and talked about Tony Soprano’s windblown bathrobe. The next morning I went to see my therapist, who asked me, at the end of our session, whether I knew my nipples were visible through the gauze of my sheer sequined blouse. She said she was genuinely worried I was unaware. As if I hadn’t turned the head of every man on the sidewalk. And more than a few women, too. When I’m writing to you, truth be told, I remember that I am a ‘transsexual.’ I feel antiseptic. My love is cold, so cold—stuck like an echo in a series of caverns. It has been five years since I loved you like a block of butter.
ON EMBODYING TRANSLATION

Hương Ngô

My installation is entitled *It was her handwriting that gave her away*. Translation is an embodying and a reperforming of the original writer. For me, it's often as much a technical act as it is an exercise in empathy. So when I’m translating documents like the ones in the vitrine, many of which are coming from the colonial civil police (or the Sûreté), and are those letters that they intercepted, I’m embodying their voices, their motivations and their perspectives.

In the translation of the intersectional Marxist historical analysis of women's struggles in Vietnam, *Văn-dề phụ-nữ*, which is the document in the installation that’s relief printed and framed, I’m negotiating the same ideologies and theories that are affecting the original author. In those surrounding letters, the ones that have been written in invisible ink and loosely pinned to the walls, the text of which you can hardly see, I’m tracing the handwriting—the movement, performance, and mark making of the original writer. So each time I trace the same word or letter, I become more and more familiar with the writer’s handwriting, as you become familiar with a word in another language.

Though the meaning is invisible in those letters, they carry for me the most urgency. In this case, those letters were handwritten by the anticolonial revolutionary Nguyễn Thị Minh Khái to fellow women in the Resistance. They were speaking to each other of their lived realities of sex, pregnancy, and generally of being a woman within a male-dominated revolution, within a larger patriarchy. And it’s her handwriting which eventually incriminated Nguyễn Thị Minh Khái. So to embody that handwriting, it’s to be so intimately connected with her, our protagonist, as well as to those colonial authorities who eventually executed her.
The division of women and men in society is a daily demand. It is a social need for all women, but taken from a class perspective, in non-capitalist countries, even when women demand the right to vote, women themselves in politics like men, the majority of women still do not have equality.

There is a problem of gender relations in the family, and the issue of gender is at its height. Women and men are not fully exploited.

Regarding freedom and equality in an oppressed and exploited society, the liberation of women has to go hand in hand with the liberation of the working class, against a society of the oppressor and the oppressed.

In the socialist era, everything from the time of natural and economic conditions to the family, politics, and economy must have changed. But the division of women and men is a social problem. As such, an assessment of a specific sectoral analysis and historical analysis.

The gap between individual economic foundations for men and women continues to widen, then the scale of inequality will continue to increase against women.

Life and living, women also cannot participate in politics at home.
nhà xuất bản phụ nữ

Chi Minh

Trương Kỳ

nguyệt tu

Ngày 22 tháng 9 năm 1938, bà đã tự do, hạnh phúc, trong tình yêu thương cha tôi, trong tình nghĩa của quê hương

tên Bi, thưa cha tôi, con trai của cha tôi, con gái của mẹ tôi.

Hồ Chí Minh
ON REIMAGINING DOCUMENTS
Kapwani Kiwanga

In this particular project, for *Nine Lives*, I was trying to continue an exploration of what kind of documents could be made which reference history but are neither text nor iconography. I see a work like *Repository* as a study for a document, referring to a past and a particular history but also remaining very open. It was a way to explore the limits of the archive, the limits of our systems of documentation, and to somehow acknowledge a past without having to be authoritative about it. That’s what I had in mind when I spoke of “textile as text” in our conversations. Of course, there are many cultures that have created complex systems in which textile carries a symbolic language in terms of cosmology and cosmogony, or value systems that are literally woven into textile and sometimes worn. But in this case, it was really thinking about what a different type of documentation could be. What would another attempt at an archive look like?

*From a public conversation with Kapwani Kiwanga, Bronwyn Katz, and Romi Crawford on October 24, 2020, co-presented by the Renaissance Society and the Arts Club of Chicago.*

Opposite (detail), page 48, and pages 49-50 (details):
Kapwani Kiwanga, *Repository*, 2020
Tapestry production: John Paul Morabito, Glass production: Ignite Glass Studios
We uncover our eyes, we raise our heads. A vast powder blue galley is shipwrecked in the swaying grasses of the pasture; sails in the shape of orchids hang from the masts.

Anastasia's ageless corpse adorns the prow. Ochre mushrooms bloom from her skin; jessamine bursts open between her legs; turquoise moss, bespattered with milky dew, sprouts from her breasts. She reeks of rotten oranges. Slowly, very slowly, she swivels her gaze toward our gaping faces. Then she smiles. Her teeth are jagged shards of porcelain. 'There are lakes,' she says. 'Subterranean reservoirs, deep beneath the soil. I can feel them. We will find them if we follow the roots of the trees.'

We board the galley. Laughter echoes up from our lungs; we pass around glasses of rosé. Then the earth shifts. Cracks resound between the cliffs; the very air begins to vibrate. We cling to lacquered curlicues, porcelain levers, Andalusian horsehair ropes. We peer off the prow. A portal rips open in the pasture, swallowing clumps of grass and crumbling granite, forming an abyssal aqueduct, a slanted tunnel of pink bedrock between the trees. 'I've seen this before,' she says. 'Subterranean reservoirs, deep beneath the lake. I will infiltrate their ears, their mouths; their dreaming faces are still, forkling roots of the typewriter's honey mushrooms. The roots appear to us like some spectral isomer of wistaria, a carved-onyx cloister winds away through fields of fairy-fire; we follow it, whispering, emerging soon into what seems, at first glance, a 1926 Royal typewriter drips thick glistening ink down a mossy pedestal, glazed clusters of honey mushrooms bursting through its steel tendons like the unmarked keys of a divine rotten alphabet. Thin ochre roots branch from the rusted metal and disappear into tangled thickets of flora. 'I've seen this before,' you whisper. Suddenly a voice addresses us from the audience; the chatter of keys echoes within the cavern, multiplying our single words into entire novels, then dissolving, once more, into silence. 'Sistren...,' says our anonymous host, yawning, sinking back into the roots. She flicks her wrist with drowsy beneficence.

'Sistren,' she says.

'Goodnight.'

'Sistren,' she says.

‘Goodnight.’

Excerpt chosen by the author to accompany Elle Pérez’s photograph Mae (three days after), 2019. This text was included in a printed chapbook available to take away in the exhibition.
When I try to locate history, I find myself in a pretty skeptical place. There have been so many examples coming to light over the last few years—and for much longer than that—that history has really been told in very particular ways by very particular people. And I’m pretty actively involved in rewriting certain histories. So in my film *The Tuba Thieves*, I became really interested in the act of writing a film, and the authorship of writing a film, and how complicated that is. When I started the project, I decided that I wanted to work like a composer, and kind of switch roles and have composers in some ways be the director. So I ask some composers to respond to different prompts, and then I listen to their scores and really let those scores direct me. And while I was doing that, I started to learn about all of these really specific anecdotal histories. One story I learned about was the Deaf Club in San Francisco, which was a deaf social club that became well-known in the punk scene because it opened its doors for about nine months to West Coast punk music and all of these shows were programmed there.

When I was researching the story, I was struck by the fact that the stories were really only told by hearing punks, and that there were no historical deaf anecdotes about this place. And the stories were charming, but they also had a lot of stereotypes and misperceptions and common misunderstandings about the deaf experience. One example was these stories about deaf people putting their hands on the speakers. And most deaf people know that this isn’t really something that deaf people do, because deaf people are really sensitive to vibrations coming up through the floor, or in their chairs, or you know, just in the space. And so that seems like a romanticization told from a hearing perspective. I decided that I wanted to recreate the very last night that the Deaf Club hosted a punk show in 1979. And I was really eager to tell that story from a perspective that I had not found in any sort of literature or anecdotes or anything online, which was the perspective of being hard of hearing, which I am, and through a research process that really prioritized a lot of deaf people. We crafted this reimagining, basically, of that night. In some ways, it’s this interesting revisionist history that I’ve been undergoing in telling the story of multiple concerts, and then much more intimately, really designing how a deaf woman who is a drummer would approach playing her drums in a small space privately on her own. I filmed a bunch of scenes with Nyke Prince, who is a performer based in Los Angeles who has a relationship to drumming. And we focused much more on her organizing the space and really making it a safe space for her to start to approach these drums. I was really aware in telling the story that a very typical kind of hearing approach to this would be an “overcoming disability” story, like an obsession with a deaf drummer being just excellent at drums. And I was really not at all interested in that story.
It's just that every time I loved lipstick my stomach ached and the only way to make it stop aching was prove that boys did not love lipstick, and so because I was a boy I did not love lipstick either. But all of a sudden I would love lipstick and because no one told me I could love lipstick, I thought that meant I could not love lipstick, and the more I loved it, the more I would die. I thought that the day I surrendered to that love was the day I would no longer be anything at all—I would not even be a butterfly. And butterflies barely exist. Butterflies are the residue of our dreams.

I need them to show me the way to the dark heavens. The heavens that are beneath our feet. It was by following butterflies that I became an author. ‘Butterflies’ are what I called the angels, falling in the distance. They led me into a cave, where I found a typewriter; they told me to sit before the typewriter and tell it my story. The typewriter listened, dim and glistening. Then it offered me the alphabet. Our vital riddle. Without it we do not even know our own names.

I want to say thank you to the devil, because the devil has the dark power of caves and roots and the devil is the princess of spring. The devil ripens fruits deep within the earth and offers it to us in sweetness. The devil invented the alphabet. But god forbids the alphabet in the kingdom of heaven. God has no language.

I have always wanted simple things, but the world told me I could not be simple and also love lipstick, I had to choose. So I renounced simple things, and because I renounced simple things I never learned that sometimes it is okay to be simple. And now I don’t know how to buy fruits and vegetables at the market, or how to love you. But I am sentimental, when it comes down to it I am sentimental, and not intelligent, I don’t understand riddles, I can never figure them out...

Perhaps if I write what the angels ask me to write, if I distribute their epistles, one day they will tell me why I loved you? But to explain my love does not require that I understand the explanation. So when I tell my story, then you will know why I loved you, but still I will not know. Just as I can write a book about life and still not know what life is. But when you read it you will say: ah, so that’s it. Because my vision was given to me in scraps, and so I wrote it in scraps. But it was given to you like a pebble is given, or the dawn. It was given to you like the gust of a great wing. All at once.

But my grace is this: when I do not know why I love you, then I know I am alive. There is no way out except in, so I amble through dark forests and into caves, where in the endless dark I hear the waterfalls sparkling over rocks into a further, fathomless night. I abdicate the light of day for the alphabet and the sweetness of the good devil. The devil does not steal our souls, he just shows us how to type on the typewriter, and relieve our souls from the burden of their solitude. But god is a propagandist who told his angels to tell us that the devil steals souls, and that he steals them with the twenty six mystical letters of the alphabet. So I sit before the typewriter in the dark, and in the endless recital of my fingers upon the keys I am angry at you for loving me, I wanted to hurt you for loving me because you looked at me and did not look away and I was frightened that when you looked at me you would see how I shimmer and if you looked close you would see that I only shimmer at the beginning and soon the shimmering fades and beneath the shimmering is what I do not give words to. And all the petals I crushed to make perfume, I am drunk on my perfumes but only when I am alone and in front of the typewriter. They sicken me because my beauty has brought me nothing and nonetheless I crush and crush, I crush up all the flowers I love and admire, and maybe when there is nothing left then there will be an object with hands full of crushed flowers. But when you looked at me I forgot how to make the perfume and so I suffocated because unless I crush them the flowers grow too great. I gave my kingdom to you, I let the crown tumble and said rule over me terrible prince, I want to be ruled by you alone. But you said you don’t want to rule me, you want to love me. And I said I don’t know how to love you except by saying my kingdom stands or falls for you, everything I have built here, the marble columns and wisteria-tangled grottos, and the endless rooms, empty but for wind in lace curtains, they are for me until I remember you and then they are for you.

A miracle is when God cheats, because it makes the story sweeter.

Excerpt chosen by the author to accompany Elle Pérez’s photograph Mae and flowers, 2016/2020. This text was included in a printed chapbook available to take away in the exhibition.

from PETALS (2015)

Maisie Mattia
Elle Pérez
Mae and flowers, 2015/2020
ON NAMES

Charlotte Prodger

One of the great difficulties facing anyone who attempts to unravel the problems of the ancient world is that of names. The deities of antiquity have a very great number of names. Not only were they known by different names in different places, but they often had at least three different phases: old, middle-aged, and young, which were all known by different names in one place.

KOEUR, MA, BREE, HOEUR, UR, VER. The names of these goddesses—all of one syllable and all of them so similar as to have been unchanged since the stone age—sound like primal outpourings.1

November 14th
Bought two t-shirts, a pair of jogging pants and some socks at JD Sports. The checkout girl asks if it’s my son I’m buying for. I said no it’s me. She didn’t say much after that.

January 28th
I’m on a shift at the bar when I work as a DJ. I put on a long record and run to the toilet. There’s a lot of people milling about in there chatting. One girl sees me in the queue and shouts “THERE’S A BOY IN THE GIRLS’ TOILETS.”

March 23rd
Helen in the bed next to me just asked if that was my daughter that was visiting last night, I said “no actually it’s my girlfriend.” She raised her hands, “don’t have a problem with that, my son’s gay.”

August 24th
Bought a Caledonian MacBrayne cap in the shop on the ferry. The woman said “that looks good on you.” Then I went to the toilet and as I was drying my hands a group of middle-aged women started coming through the door. The one at the front hesitated, backed out, then stepped back in again, “I thought I was in the wrong toilet there.”

September 29th
The young guy at the optician’s just asked me if that was my daughter I was in with yesterday. Flummoxed, I replied “no she’s a friend.” So now I’ve been closeted as well as being a cradle snatcher.

I told Isabel. She said that usually her and L get “are you twins?” and once L got “is this your son?”

I told Irene. She said V has been variously her mother, aunt, or brother.

Names themselves weren’t codified as personal descriptors until the Domesday book. The idea behind taking a name appropriate to one’s current circumstances was that identity isn’t static. The concept of one’s public and private self, separately or together, changes with age and experience (as do the definitions of public and private); and the name or the label of the identity package is an expression of that concept. The child is the mother to the adult, but the adult is not merely the child a bit later in time.2

Transcribed and excerpted from the artist’s voiceover in BRIDGIT (2016).


ON POLITICAL REPRESENTATIONS

Marwa Arsanios

[It’s] an interesting way of looking at history, through magazines, through ephemera. History as it’s being written, by writers who wanted to craft it. Al-Hilal was a magazine for a mass readership, and it used a popular register to address these issues... A magazine forces you to offer an instant perspective on things. It’s another pace of writing. As for the images, a lot of the covers that I use in Becoming Jamila were commissioned by famous illustrators, painters, and artists. They were artworks. Photography didn’t appear in the magazine until 1962, and I like that earlier period, which expresses a utopian image of the nation. I’m fascinated by how grand national projects were represented before photography, how painting and illustration could serve as a space to imagine another world, although in a very naïve way...

I kept reading about Jamila, and I couldn’t figure out who Jamila was. Of course, I knew the film, [Gillo Pontecorvo’s The Battle of Algiers, 1966,] but I hadn’t connected it directly to her. I started going into the different representations of Jamila, and how she was represented in cinema, because there were many other films made about her. Also how she was represented in Al-Hilal—Nasser really used her as part of his propaganda project. She appeared on the cover several times, holding a gun, representing the courage of Algerian women. I thought that the idea of acting and of political representation were intimately related. What does it mean for one woman to represent a nation’s women? There’s a metaphor there of acting, of playing a role. That’s where cinema came in....

I didn’t make a film about Jamila; I made a film about a film about Jamila. The Battle of Algiers was a contemporary film, whereas if I were going to really make the film now, it would be a film d’époque, a period piece. That is not the place I want to go. I want to rethink the politics of the ’50s and ’60s in a very contemporary way... And yet at the same time, by reusing and re-abusing Jamila’s image, I’m also possibly reproducing the image of the heroic fighter. Or I’m totally seduced by her, so I’m not actually producing a new politics. I’m always failing to find this new politics, but I still have to try.

I felt like a superfluous audience member that had strayed inside the frame.
Did Nasser’s government buy the rights to Jamila’s heroic image
ON PASSAGES IN TIME

Tamar Guimarães

I once heard Jean Pierre Gorin say that in the core of the narrative there is always something inscrutable, something that could not be said, and it is because of this “thing” that the narrator can speak, following the path of metaphor.

Stories are tools for processing and mastering events, be they traumatic or otherwise. They offer interpretive lexicons for the world we inhabit and a repertoire of the possible. Variations on a theme are so compelling because they propose shifts in interpretations and alternative outcomes for the past, present, and future.

At their most eloquent, stories can make visible the ebb and flow of human connections and the shifting character of our interdependent states of being. Yet they can also dull our perspectives and mold us to fit the parts (or lack thereof) assigned to “people like us.”

I usually approach the central themes and figures of my narratives ambiguously: they might be somewhat veiled, or appear backstage rather than center, yet that doesn’t mean they are not at the center of the narrative.

When I made The Rehearsal, I worked again with several actors whom I’d worked with for a film eight years before, and it was essential for the narrative that their positions on the stage changed. People who appeared centrally in the earlier film appeared only marginally in the later one, and vice versa.

The actress Isabél Zuaa, the writer Suely Rolnik, and the film historian Pedro Guimarães all appeared in Canoas, a film I shot in 2010. And as much had changed in Brazil in the eight years between Canoas and The Rehearsal, these actors and non-actors occupied different positions in the narrative, like different positions on a chessboard. In Canoas, Zuaa played one of the servants at an upper-middle-class house party and in The Rehearsal, she was a director, attempting to stage The Posthumous Memoirs of Bras Cubas at an art institution. Zuaa was thematically a central figure in Canoas, but not quite in the same way as in The Rehearsal, because Canoas was multicentered.

The reappearances and shifts in stage positions were essential to The Rehearsal because they allowed the film to ask whether the sociopolitical changes of the intervening years were real, or only a semblance of sociopolitical transformations. The Rehearsal is a film about the passage of time, short-lived revolutionary actions, institutional memory, and race and gender relations in Brazil.

Machado de Assis—the Black writer and author of the novel that Isa attempts to stage in The Rehearsal—had a clear perspective on the passage of time and sociopolitical reform in Brazil in the late nineteenth century. In 1874, Machado de Assis joined the ministry of agriculture and, for the next thirty-five years, worked in a department responsible for two issues: firstly slavery—he had to ensure that the so-called “free-womb law,” which was adopted on September 28, 1871, ruling that newborn children of slaves should be free at birth, was followed. His other task was land policy. The historian Sidney Chalhoub says that these “daily battles, many of which Machado lost, ended up having great influence on how he represented the seigniorial class of that society in his writing. He wrote about a society that had created mechanisms to maintain over time its strategies of exclusion and privilege... however much it had changed; it changed and remained the same.”
But why replace the mistakes of the past with the opinions of today?
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Elle Pérez’s three photographs in Nine Lives feature one person, Maise Mattia, at different points in her life: the first portrait was taken in 2015, the second in 2019, and the latest from this August. This trio is accompanied by a group of writings by Mattia herself. Rather than impose a linear trajectory upon these portraits, both Mattia and Pérez have said they are interested in what remains constant between the images, which are installed apart from one another like “islands in time.”
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Procter’s video BRIDGIT was entirely shot on an iPhone, creating a lyric essay-film that moves across interior and exterior landscapes. In her voice-over, Procter talks about her own experience within different social contexts, including the medical system in the UK, but the work has a much broader view of time that includes echoes of prehistory. It takes its title, BRIDGIT, from the eponymous Neolithic deity, who also went by other names depending on her life stage and point in time.
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